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The Solution
The airline uploaded to LiveRamp Connect a list of their frequent flyers including email address, name
and postal address for onboarding. We matched anonymous cookies to these users as well as the
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company’s ad platform and added to a frequent flyer segment list.

With stores across North America, the retailer spent the majority of its advertising budget on print FSIs, in-store
promotions and in-store events. However, the effectiveness of the company’s traditional media model was
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and remove from their suppression list within their ad platform.

The retailer turned to Adaptive Audience to help them build out a customer-focused digital program with a clear

The Results

The airline successfully suppressed high value customers from their campaigns that were not relevant for
this audience.
TheyThe
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Adaptive Audience brought in its partner LiveRamp to onboard 1st party customer data into a number of

• Reduced media costs and cost per acquisition
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